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Pakistan stands front and center in current geopolitical intrigue and looms as a powder keg in U.S.

relations in Asia and the Middle East, but few travelers go to see for themselves what

counterbalances there may be to media reports. In "Listening to Pakistan: A Woman's Voice in a

Veiled Land," Denise B. Dailey gives us in lyrical prose a fair, sensitive, compassionate portrayal of

the land and people who have prevailed against geological, military, religious and political

upheavals. Would that she were our Ambassador!
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Denise B. Dailey grew up in Brazil, the daughter of a French father and a Chilean-French mother.

She moved to Montreal when she was thirteen, received a B.S. degree from McGill University, then

moved to New York City where she enjoyed teaching Science, Music and English in private and

public schools. With her husband and three children, she has traveled on the seven continents and

kept extensive journals on each of her trips. Many of these inform her published short stories and

fables. Denise received her MFA in Writing from Columbia University. She has finished a memoir of

her life in Brazil during the Second World War,"Leaving Guanabara," and helped create the first and

second editions of The Catskill Literary Journals called, respectively, "Who Knew?" and "The

Walton Writers' Works." She now works on the biography of the Czechoslovakian painter, Jan

Emmerich "Riko"Mikeska. For color photographs accompanying the chapters in "Listening to

Pakistan: A Woman's Voice in a Veiled Land," please go to her web page: www.denisebdailey.com

"LISTENING TO PAKISTAN: A Woman's Voice in a Veiled Land" is a beautiful book, with



compelling sketches of life in a land that remains unfamiliar to most of us, in spite of the focus of

news reports from this area of the world. Denise Dailey's writing is clear, vivid, and elegant...in short,

brilliant. I am savoring every word. One beautiful sentence after another pulls the reader into the

towns and villages of Pakistan. Her compassion toward many of the subcultures she encounters is

extraordinary. She seems to bring the skills of an anthropologist, naturalist, geologist, biologist,

gourmet chef, birder, gardener, linguist, educator, and humanitarian to bear on her experiences in

Pakistan, and I feel the richer for her keen participant/observer insights. This book will undoubtedly

appeal to a wide audience, especially to people interested in the welfare of children and women

worldwide. Here's to more books by Denise Dailey!

What a journey for a reader. To suggest this is marvelous travelogue is to miss the point because

the book expands beyond genre. The author is blessed with an eye for the particular and use of

language, which is poetic. Her writing activates all ones senses, sight, smell, touch, sounds,

Ã¢Â€Â¦especially the emotional. She has the unusual ability to dispel prejudices. I have a new view

of Pakistan and a renewed hopefulness about humanity. Ms. DaileyÃ¢Â€Â™s faith in the goodness

of people sings throughout her book, but never reaches the area of polemics.And politics? She

extinguishes complacency and dispels the idea that one person can't make a difference. Ms. Dailey

creates a compelling case that we must be more than vigilant of the needs of powered politics and

bureaucracies and does it through feeling the soul and geography of the people, rather than a hint

of polemics.Visiting Pakistan is a memorable read, and a memorable journey.

In her book, Listening to Pakistan: A Woman's Voice in a Veiled Land, Denise B. Dailey writes about

her month long trip in 2006 on the Karakoram Highway from the border of China into Pakistan along

with her husband, the tour guide and three others. This true tale offers a clear and compelling

journey through Pakistan's ancient history, its vast and wondrous terrain, and its current and

complicated culture. This is an important odyssey in a world that's very much connected to our own

political balance, but which many of us in the West know so little about. And what we do know is

often distorted and inaccurate.As many have already said in these reviews, Dailey writes in a voice

that is both clear and lyrical. My favorite sections are when through patience and interest she

manages to connect with the people of these regions. One early morning while the party is in

Skardu, Dailey observes a man struggling to drag away one of the young willows that had half-fallen

in the river overnight. She stands at a distance for a long time observing the ingenuity and

concentrated effort as, trip after trip with only a small hatchet, this man finally managed to turn this



whole tree, this treasure, into fodder for his goats and wood for his fire.I have traveled very little

outside of the U.S., so I was in particular awe of these six people being driven by van over roads

that were prone to erosions and avalanche. Sometimes when their vehicle must squeeze over to

allow room for a passing truck, they are only a few feet away from a plunge over the edge into the

raging Indus river hundreds of feet below.

Dailey provides a rich description of the people, places, and customs she encountered in her travels

through Pakistan. A seasoned traveler, she does not shy away from the chasm of differences in

culture from west to east. Where I found myself cringing at her descriptions of accomodations,

hygeine, and food, she embraced them non-judgementally. Her descriptions of the rugged scenery

are breathtaking. Accounts of diverse personalities and her encounters with women, children and,

especially men, are intriguing, leaving the reader wondering if the exchange will be positive or stifled

by Muslim gender customs. Dailey is fearless, willing to take a chance on engaging the Pakistani

people to hear their hearts, their dreams, and their needs. I would love to see color photos of the

places she describes and hear the story of each souvenir she brought home. Having said that,

however, the story is the prize.

I was listening, seeing, tasting and feeling frustrated throughout this wonderful book! Denise

Dailey's words put me there! Her story is so vivid and compelling that I am now saved the difficult

journey of firsthand discovery. Her ability to make me feel that I was part of her travel companions is

unmatchable! I could not have learned what I now know (because of her),because my level of

frustration at not being allowed to truly get into deep and meaningful discussions with the women of

these areas would have blinded me to acceptance of the culture's demands on them. Denise was

able to convey so much in such beautiful language that my desire to know more of that part of the

world is fulfilled. Kudos!Alice Rose, St. Croix, US Virgin Islands

This book sat on my table for a few months before I picked it up. I'm sorry I waited, as the author's

writing style drew me into this land of harsh terrain peopled by survivors living in a culture we find

difficult to understand. Ms. Dailey paints a picture rich in detail without the addition of cumbersome

information. My attention is riveted to her story as I travel with her and her husband through this

land of contradictions.
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